Cat Sock Toy

PURPOSE:
Provide enrichment and fun for our shelter cats! This toy adds a new scent into our shelter cats’ environment and is a fun toy to play with.

TIME FRAME:
This cat toy will take between 5-8 minutes to make (not including shopping/gathering supplies).
*8 toys will count as one hour of service.

MATERIALS NEEDED:
- Baby sock or baby mitten
- Polyfill stuffing
- Catnip
- Yarn (cut into 12 inch piece)
- Markers
STEP 1:
Insert a small handful of stuffing cotton and a pinch of catnip into one sock.

STEP 2:
Tie the top of the sock into a knot in order to prevent the stuffing cotton and catnip from coming out of the sock. Cut off any excess sock material from the top, making sure to leave enough for knot to remain secure.
STEP 3:
Tie one end of the yarn around the top of the sock, right underneath the knot that was made.

STEP 4:
Use markers to decorate your sock toy. Cat sock toy is now complete!